Behavior during amok run

Amok runs are targeted and planned acts of violence. The perpetrators are in a psychic extreme situation and are absolutely insane and violent. All sorts of weapons, such as bats, stabs, and firearms, are used with the aim of hurting or killing people. The selection of the victims is usually arbitrary - almost every person who shows himself to the perpetrator is attacked and injured as severely as possible or killed.

Behavioral principle during an AMOK run in the building:

Alert - barricade

• Do not trigger a fire alarm!
• Escape from the building only if it is possible absolutely safe.
• People in corridors go immediately to the next room.
• Immediately alert the police on telephone number 117 and the central administration or department management.
• If it is possible, lock the doors or barricade them.
• Do not stay near the doors or the windows, lie down on the floor at the blind spot of the doors. Possibly create splinter protection with tables.
• Wait for police and follow their instructions.
• Never try to talk with the perpetrator or try to stop him.